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EXTENSIVE SUMMARY

The main purpose of this research is to discover whether undergraduate recreation students’ reasons for choosing these programs have an impact on their expectations and evaluations. A total number of 1095 students who study at 18 faculties and colleges were included in the study. The students were asked some questions in order to determine whether the program they are enrolled, type of the school they have been attending, their gender, job of the head of their family, their family’s average monthly income, student’s place of accommodation, and type of their acceptance to the program had an impact on their expectations. Responses were analyzed with appropriate statistical methods via computer. Based on the findings, it was concluded that there were significant relationships between the factors such as the type of the school students were enrolled, type of acceptance and their expectations and evaluations. Based on these findings, some recommendations were made on schools that have undergraduate recreation programs in Turkey and the quality of the education these schools provide.

METHOD

This research is aimed at identifying case carries descriptive character. The target audience research in the 2014-2015 academic year constitutes Students enrolled in recreation programs at the undergraduate level in Turkey. ÖSYM Higher Education Statistics at the graduate level in the said period, according to the publication is 4014 students are enrolled recreation programs. Research has yet to determine the targeted full census sample. However, the number is derived from research and surveys in the analysis, 1095, it has led to hesitation on
whether or not to represent the target audience of this issue. Therefore, whether the 1095 survey represent the target audience in the analysis (Ryan, 1995) was searched using the formula of and have reached the conclusion that represent the target audience. Individual characteristics of the participants, the calculation of the percent age and frequency distribution of the statements contained in the expectations scale and Standard deviation of the arithmetic mean value has been converted into results in the table and this table are subject to interpretation. Analysis of healthy, reliable, and useful to not just enough to have quality of data used, proper analysis can be extremely important. When choice of techniques is therefore necessary to determine parametric or non-parametric methods from which one will be used for the implementation of the data analysis phase of accurate statistical methods. In this study the variable sand the normal distribution display of the data is a quantitative characteristic of the data to be independent of each of the subjects of sampling, sample size, due to the inhomogeneity of greater than 30 and variance parametric tests were used. The type of school where the expectations of the students who participated in the study, class, occupation of the family head, the average monthly income, student housing, instead, to determine whether related factors on the program enrollment form and sex, "Chi - Square " tests.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

Priority programs related to their course of study the students surveyed, expectation sand assessments; Established in order to determine whether there is a statistically significant relationship between registered matter factor in seven of seven sub-hypotheses were also found to be a significant relationship. 6 hypothesis H0 is rejected can be done about these findings:

- The proportion of conscious choice of sports science student at the faculty of physical education and sport faculty's tourism program, college students is higher than the rate.
- Generally, the earlier priority environmental resources without registration program students participated in the survey.
- After the students participating in there search program from there cording convictions prior to enrollment in the program is observed that there is a close positive changes.
- This research should be supported by studies at the graduate level for students who have graduated from recreation programs.
- Bachelor's degree in recreation education providers and higher education programs for the community active promotion done right, can be made possible by the implementation of the right strategy to inform.